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MESSAGE FROM THE
NEW ARANY PRESIDENT
Dear ARANY Members & Supporters:
On behalf of the Board of Directors and Staff of ARANY, let
me extend to you, your employees and families our very best
wishes for a beautiful and happy holiday season—and for a
successful New Year! We thank all of you for your continued
support and belief in the work of ARANY!
There is much to share with you since I was elected President
at the Annual Meeting in October. It is an honor and privilege
to serve as your President for the 2013-14 Membership Year.
I am also blessed to be supported by an energetic Leadership
Team—with Matt Fink as Vice President, Shannon Banks as
Treasurer and Casey Cornell as Secretary. Rounding out our
team is our Immediate Past President Rick Wilbert, bringing his
years of experience to our deliberations. (You can learn more
about your leadership team on page 15.) In November, the
Leadership Team met at the ARANY Office in Albany to begin
planning for 2014. You can find the schedule of events for the
New Year on page 15.
As you’ll see inside starting on page 6, our 52nd Annual
Convention & Trade Show in Niagara Falls was a huge
continued on page 3
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The Newsletter
of the Automotive
Recyclers Association
of New York State

NYS TAX RELIEF COMMISSION
DOWNSTATE OPEN HOUSE & MORE!

ONE NAME STANDS

BEHIND ALL THE OTHERS.

www.miltoncat.com
Syracuse, NY
315-476-9981

Batavia, NY
585-815-6260

Binghamton, NY
607-772-6500

Clifton Park, NY
518-877-8000

MESSAGE FROM NEW ARANY PRESIDENT
VINCENT SURACE CONTINUED
It was incredible seeing Auto Recyclers from across New York State and Ontario coming
together for professional development, business deals, networking and camaraderie. I
was impressed by the many generations represented at the convention—which shows
that our industry has a future—and the next generation is stepping-up to ensure our
success! I want to thank all the convention sponsors and exhibitors, especially our Green
and Premier level sponsors: Upstate Shredding, Redhill Equipment, Gary’s U Pull It, Don’s
Automotive Mall, Haylor, Freyer & Coon, USA Core Supply and Tracey Road Equipment.
You can find a complete listing of all our sponsors and exhibitors on page 8. Please
support these fine companies and our advertisers as their support helps us advance our
important mission and protect the industry.
ARANY is preparing for the new Legislative Session in Albany, which will begin in January.
We will, once again, be making the effort to advance our legislative agenda and have a
new issue to watch. You have heard about a national insurance carrier trying to force
automotive repair shops to buy their parts from specific sources. This program is a direct
threat to Auto Recyclers and we’re working with our Automotive Repair colleagues to
advance legislation to prevent this from happening. We will need your help—contacting
Legislators and taking part in our Lobby Day in Albany. (Please see the Government Affairs
Update on page 4.)
ARANY is making a commitment to build-up a strong Regional presence for the
association across the state. To do this, we are going to need help. Recently we held
an Open House and Meeting for our Downstate Members on Long Island. It has been
years since ARANY had anything for our members in this major area of the state. This
outreach event was a total success—with over 30 people present. Because of this effort,
ARANY has 5 new member yards and we believe we will be seeing more yards becoming
members as the word spreads.
ARANY represents ALL Automotive Recyclers in New York State—from Niagara Falls to
Montauk Point—from Massena on the Canadian border to Staten Island. ARANY is YOUR
state association—your advocate. We are only as strong as our membership and its
involvement! Please help us grow! After reading this newsletter—please forward it to
a colleague who may not be involved with ARANY. Invite them to learn more about us…
invite them to help make their business and our association stronger by joining ARANY.
If you have any ideas on how we can make ARANY an even better association, please let
us know.
Happy Holidays!
And here’s to a successful 2014 for all!
Sincerely,

Vincent Surace
President
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GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS UPDATE
WORKERS COMP CLASSIFICATION
The Workers Compensation Board has engaged DeLoitte in a Business Process Re-engineering of the Workers Compensation System. They are soliciting input from business, providers,
injured workers and other interested parties.
ARANY will be providing comment on the many issues impacting our members including the
classification of employees to ensure the system properly reflects the automotive recycling
industry of today.
Please provide the ARANY Office with specific examples on the classification issue and
any other industry specific issue so that we may include in our report to the Workers
Compensation Board. Send examples to: info@arany.com. We have already received some
useful examples, but we would like more from across every area of the state.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT ISSUED
SENATE BILL 5786 (DEFRANCISCO)/ASSEMBLY BILL 7234 (ENGLEBRIGHT)
The Automotive Recyclers Association of New York supports Senate bill 5786 and
Assembly bill 7234 which amends the insurance law to prohibit insurers who provide collision
or comprehensive loss from requiring a repair facility to use a specific vendor or process for
the procurement of parts or other materials necessary for the repair of a motor vehicle.
Recently, a national insurance company instituted a mandate that automobile repair shops use
their direct repair program to purchase replacement parts. These parts are most often not
Original Equipment Manufactured (OEM) parts which meet the original standards and
specifications.
This system will direct repair shops to purchase products out of state thereby hurting the
businesses located in New York State, including over 700 automotive recyclers. In addition,
this measure limits a repairer’s right to choose the parts vendors from whom they purchase
parts; increases the number of days to repair the customer’s vehicle; increases the indirect
costs to the consumer; increases the repair facility’s administrative time; reduces local
automotive parts sales, negatively impacting local economies; negatively impacts the part
suppliers forcing below market pricing and impeding fair trade and an open market.
This legislation is necessary in order to ensure public safety and preserve
competition in the marketplace. For these reasons, ARANY supports the passage
of Senate bill 5786 and Assembly bill 7234.

We will soon be preparing for the start of
the new Legislative Session in January.
Stay tuned for updates and the date
for this year’s Lobby Day.
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RICK WILBERT’S FAREWELL ADDRESS AT
THE ANNUAL CONVENTION
Editor’s Note: In one of his last acts as ARANY President, Rick Wilbert spoke to the attendees at the Gala Celebration
at the Annual Convention. It was a heartfelt address that was well-received by the crowd. We have reproduced it here
for our members and supporters.

Good evening, everyone. It is great seeing all of you here in Niagara Falls—and here tonight. As I did
last year—a big thank you to my wife of 37 years. She is my soul mate, conscience and partner.
I also want to thank my brothers, Peter and Ron, sister, Barb, nephews, Eric, Kevin and Daniel. With a
special thanks to my nephew, Aaron who shares an office with me at Wilbert’s Lakeside and feels the
brunt of the workload when I am gone or on calls.
It has been a great year with many changes—and the time has gone by quickly.
The changes that took place involved a lot of hard work and time including many
hours nights and weekends. I know one thing for sure, it would not have been done
nearly as smoothly and efficiently without all the planning done by Steve Barkwell.
He has been instrumental on all of the changes. We worked together throughout
November, December and January and so my sincere gratitude for all of the time
he put in to make our transition as smooth as possible.
I also want to acknowledge Bill Tolpa for his volunteering to help during our
transition. We involved Bill early in the process and his knowledge of the by-laws and being president
of ARA were extremely helpful to us. Bill Tolpa volunteered to serve despite young children in sports
and his Mom’s illness.
I want to thank the chairs of all our committees but would especially like to thank Bill Abold who joined
our Legislative Committee as co-chair and did an excellent job. I can’t help but think of the many years
his Dad served in that same capacity.
Following the Convention last year changes were put in place so that a new Executive Director and
Management team could be chosen. Our search led us to meeting with Capitol Hill Management
Services, a firm with over 40 associations under its management. After several meetings a contract
was signed in January and Brian Buff was chosen as our new Executive Director but also Jessyca
Howard as our Administrator, Rebecca Marino, as our Chief Lobbyist with our finances being overseen
by CPA Ralph Bizzarro.
Working with this team from CHMS is like working with family and I mean this in a good way. They
are always responsive and willing to make time for you. They own the issues they represent, they act
as owners. I am proud of what has been accomplished working with this team of people.
I would like to briefly highlight just a few of our accomplishments: For the first time ever we met in
Albany and we developed a strategic plan. At this meeting the group offered the following insights
about ARANY:
• Over 50 years old
• Unrecognized by elected officials
• Overregulated and overtaxed
• A group with great potential

• At a crossroads
• Green-before it was cool
• Led by dedicated volunteers – but we need more
• Unappreciated as an association and an industry
• Attempting to be a truly statewide organization

continued on page 10
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52ND ANNUAL CONVENTION & TRADE SHOW
IN NIAGARA FALLS A SUCCESS

The Convention’s Kick-Off Party set the tone for a successful weekend!

Managing Director Steven Fletcher of the
Automotive Recyclers of Canada presented
an informative session on Cross
Border Opportunities.

Members and supporters received the latest
ARANY news at the Annual Meeting

Leaders from Redhill Equipment meet with
ARANY leaders on the Trade Show floor.

The Commercial Forms booth.

Donald Cooper offers business advice to the leadership of Don’s
Automotive Mall, including Convention Chair Cindy Howard.

Representatives from Phoenix Automotive
Cores meet with attendees.

Dick Ridings of Tracey Road Equipment
shared information on his products
and services.

Rick Wilbert and company enjoying some of the delicious
fare at the Gala.

52ND ANNUAL CONVENTION & TRADE SHOW
IN NIAGARA FALLS A SUCCESS

Passing the Gavel…Outgoing President Rick Wilbert (left) is thanked by
Incoming President Vice Surace.

Keynoter Donald Cooper inspired conference attendees
with “Celebrating Success…Committed to Excellence!”

Thanking the 2012-13 Leadership Team: Vice President Vince Surace,
President Rick Wilbert, Immediate Past President Steve Barkwell,
Secretary Bill Tolpa and Treasurer Matt Fink.

Terry Lindell of Hollander consulted for a group of
Ontario-based automotive recyclers who attended
the convention.

The Wilbert Clan took advantage of a business
consultation session with Donald Cooper.

The veteran ARANY Sales Panel presented best practices and tips.

Haylor, Freyer & Coon Vice President Mike Alexander
discussed ARANY’s Captive Insurance Program with attendees.

Attendees took a tour of
Standard Auto Wreckers.

The Trade Show floor offered attendees a
chance to view some of the best equipment
available on the market.

Mike James presented the latest updates from DEC and OSHA.

ARANY Thanks our 52nd Annual
Green Level

Premier Level

Executive Level

Tailgate/Welcoming Party
SPONSOR

Training
SPONSOR

Convention Bag
SPONSOR

Partner Level

Internets Top Used Parts Locator Service
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Convention & Trade Show Supporters
Investor Level

FORMS & SUPPLIES FOR THE PROGRESSIVE AUTO RECYCLER

RECYCLER Supply

7155 Big Tree Rd.
Pavilion, NY 14525

Ph: 585-584-3425
www.georgeandswede.com

HOTLINES

And a special thanks to
our colleagues & friends at:
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RICK WILBERT’S FAREWELL ADDRESS AT
THE ANNUAL CONVENTION CONTINUED
Next we highlighted the changes facing ARANY:
• Top Challenges Facing ARANY
• Top Challenges Facing Auto Recyclers Today
• Top Things Members Need from ARANY
• A 12-36 Month Action Plan was Set
I encourage all who have not studied this plan to do so.
Next we accomplished:
• The publication of a new, bright and colorful newsletter with many articles and stories from its
members: before CHMS our publication had few articles and was inconsistent.
• Our old website had to rank at the bottom of State Associations. The new site is loaded with
potential. It is bright, colorful and a huge improvement.
• Our Political Action Committee was initiated and formed—the New York Auto Recyclers PAC. I
want you to know the initial funding has been extremely successful with initial contributions added
on by almost all renewing members. I would like to single out Jerry Brown’s single contribution of
$2,500.00 towards this. I think this shows Larry and Steve’s understanding of how Albany works.
The most important changes I believe have been Capitol Hill Management Services’ influence on our
behalf in Albany and Washington. On the trip to Washington with fellow ARA members it was reported
that only New York State had set up all of their own appointments in Congress.
We had a great Lobby Day in Albany this past spring. What a difference from last year when no trips
were made to influence the Legislature. This year we had a large contingent of nine people and split
up for some meetings. Meetings were non-stop and very productive. We met with people involved
directly in the committees that concerned us. We also were successful in backing the Counterfeit Air
Bag Bill. This bill addressed the dramatic increase in counterfeit and non-functional airbags making it
illegal to make distribute, sell or install these airbags.
Our main focus was on the airbag law and we had many face to face meetings which resulted in them
to agree to co-sign our airbag legislation. With Rebecca Marino’s influence, we also met
Assemblyman David Gantt of Rochester who holds the important post of Transportation Chair.
It will be through his influence that the airbag bill will move forward. At this time I would like the
people from Cap Hill to come forward. We have a plaque to present them in
recognition of this first successful year as our management and lobbying firm.
I would like to try and sum up now. It was great to be President in a year where
we all seemed to pull together as a team. The participation on all calls and meeting
seemed to grow better all year.
My last comment is this—and I think it is sad one: After personally talking to our
elected officials, it is sad to say how out of touch they are with our industry.
I always tried to make a point of asking all of them, even if it was a senior staffer, if they had even been
to an Auto Recycler. The answer was almost always the same—that none of them had ever been to a
recycler. This was personally very discouraging to me. I have always invited elected officials, but have
not yet had any takers to come to our yard.
That is why we must continue to make ourselves heard through letters, calls, our PAC—and through
our involvement. If your representative knows nothing about you, it is easy to pass laws that hurt
our industry like the airbag law. Only our strong presence will make a difference for the onslaught of
future legislation that the future generations face.
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GOVERNOR CUOMO ACCEPTS FINAL
REPORT OF THE NEW YORK STATE TAX
RELIEF COMMISSION
Governor Andrew M. Cuomo today accepted the final report of the Tax Relief Commission from
its co-chairs, former Governor George Pataki and Chairman of the State University of New York
Board of Trustees and former State Comptroller H. Carl McCall. Enabled by three years of fiscal
integrity and responsible budgeting, Governor Cuomo charged the Commission to identify way
to reduce the State’s property and business taxes to provide relief to New York’s homeowners
and businesses.
The Commission’s recommendations focus on providing property tax relief for New York
homeowners and businesses and enhancing the State’s economic competitiveness. In addition
to providing tax relief, the Commission recommends providing incentives to local governments
to reduce the cost of operations. Further recommendations include lowering the corporate tax
rate to its lowest level in 46 years; reducing the tax rate for manufacturers Upstate to its lowest
level ever; and updating the Estate Tax to bring New York in line with other states. This report
is enabled by three years of fiscal integrity and responsible budgeting that puts the state in
a position to examine new ways to provide tax relief to New Yorkers. The final report can be
accessed here: http://www.governor.ny.gov/assets/documents/commission_report.pdf.
“For far too long, property taxes have been a crushing burden on New York homeowners and
businesses, hurting job growth and driving individuals and families from the state,” Governor
Cuomo said. “While we have made tremendous progress over the last three years in bringing
down taxes for all New Yorkers, this Commission has taken the two billion dollar surplus that
resulted from our responsible budgeting and fiscal reforms to propose even further reductions
for New York taxpayers. I look forward to working together with the Legislature to review these
recommendations and continue our efforts to reverse the state’s reputation as a tax capital and
make New York a friendlier state for families and businesses.”
The Commission’s recommendations for tax relief build off of three years of responsible
budgeting, including holding state spending to 2%, ending automatic budget inflators in
Medicaid and education spending, pension reform that will save taxpayers tens of billions of
dollars, and a downsized state labor force.
Governor Pataki said, “Governor Cuomo asked us to focus on real property taxes and we did,
delivering a robust program that will provide real relief to middle class taxpayers and especially
those on fixed incomes. The Commission also recommends much needed reforms to estate,
business and energy taxes and ensuring the PIT top rate phases out as planned. The
Commission worked overtime to deliver our recommendations today and I’m proud of the
package we’ve assembled.”
Chairman H. Carl McCall said, “This report shows once again what is possible when partisan
differences are put aside for the good of the people. The members of the panel embraced the
Governor’s charge and his cooperative approach to come up with bold recommendations made
possible by three years of fiscally sound budgeting that has yielded a two billion dollar surplus.
The old Albany would have spent this money, but under Governor Cuomo’s leadership, we will
be giving it back where it belongs – in the pocket of tax payers.”
The key recommendations put forward by the Commission are based on the finding that the
property tax remains the most burdensome tax facing individuals, families, and businesses in
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GOVERNOR CUOMO ACCEPTS FINAL
REPORT OF THE NEW YORK STATE TAX
RELIEF COMMISSION CONTINUED
New York State, and a critical impediment to economic growth. New Yorkers continue to face
some of the highest property tax bills in the nation, whether measured in absolute terms, or as
a percentage of home value. The Commission recommends using $1 billion of the $2 billion
revenue pool to further reduce the burden of the property tax on homeowners, and provide
incentives for cost reduction at the local level.
The Commission recommends the creation of a program to freeze property taxes for two years.
In year one of the freeze all eligible homeowners in taxing jurisdictions that adopt local budgets
that remain within the property tax cap would receive a State credit equal to the growth in their
property taxes. In Year 2, the freeze will continue for those homeowners living in jurisdictions
that remain within the property tax cap and take measures to reduce costs, such as sharing
services with other jurisdictions or consolidating.
In addition, while programs that cap and freeze real property taxes can keep the burden of real
property taxes from increasing, there is a need to provide relief to taxpayers who are already
over-burdened by the current level of property taxation. The Commission recommends that the
State develop a program that would target real property tax relief based on an individual
homeowner’s ability to pay.
Lowering Tax Rates for Businesses to Make New York Competitive
To encourage New York’s economic competitiveness, investment and further growth, the
Commission recommends lower rates for businesses and a simplified tax structure. This
includes the reform and simplification of the State’s primary corporate income taxes coupled
with a reduction in the corporate income tax rate to 6.5 percent, the lowest corporate rate since
1968. The rate for upstate manufacturers upstate would be reduced further, to 2.5 percent,
the lowest rate ever. In addition, all manufacturers will benefit from a recommendation by the
Commission to reduce property taxes on manufacturers by 20 percent through a State credit
program.
To further encourage business expansion, the Commission recommends that the temporary
utility assessment (18-a), scheduled to be eliminated in 2018, will be eliminated in 2014
for industrial customers and all other customers will see an accelerated phase out of the
surcharge. Together, these proposals will tackle the remaining barriers to investment and job
growth that exist in the current tax regime.
Estate Tax Reform
The Commission recognizes the need to update the estate tax. New York remains one of only
17 states with either an estate tax or an inheritance tax, and only two states currently have
a lower exemption. Because estate tax thresholds have not kept pace with the rise in home
values, more and more middle-income New Yorkers find themselves subject to the tax. The
Commission is therefore recommending a major reform of the estate tax, increasing the State’s
threshold to $5.25 million, indexed to inflation, and lowering the tax rate.
Finally, the Commission endorses the majority of the Tax Reform and Fairness Commission
proposals to simplify the structure of New York’s tax system by eliminating nuisance taxes.
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ARANY HOLDS OPEN HOUSE FOR
DOWNSTATE AUTO RECYCLERS
In mid-November, ARANY held an Open House & Meeting for Downstate
Automotive Recyclers at Bertucci’s in Melville. We had a great turnout
and discussion about important issues facing Automotive Recyclers in
New York State. This meeting was a first-step in revitalizing ARANY’s
presence Downstate—and we need the help and involvement of
Automotive Recyclers across the Metro-Long Island region to make
ARANY a truly statewide force to protect and advance the industry!
Downstate Open House/Meeting Highlights:
• 32 people attended—representing 18 yards and 2 associate
companies.
• ARANY President Vince Surace, Past President Fred Knopp,
Membership Chair Syd Dunston, Director Lisa Cimino, Executive
Director Brian Buff, & Haylor, Freyer & Coon Vice President Mike
Alexander were present to meet attendees and answer their questions.
• President Vince Surace laid out his vision of an association that unifies
all automotive recyclers in New York State. He spoke of the new focus
and energy of ARANY—with the Board of Directors and new staff
serving the members.
• 2013 was a year of action and setting a new direction—from a very
successful Lobby Day in Albany and getting the Counterfeit Airbag
bill passed and signed into law—to our presence at Hill Days in
Washington, DC—to the creation of the New York Auto Recyclers
Political Action Committee—to greater turnout at yard tours and
meetings—to association support for three Downstate yards hit hard
by Hurricane Sandy—to a hugely successful Convention & Trade Show
in Niagara Falls. It was noted the number of Downstate members who
made the effort to join us for the Convention—and a few shared what
they experienced and learned at the event.
• The following information was shared with attendees: 2014 calendar,
a government affairs update—including ARANY’s current efforts
to build strategic partnerships in fighting the efforts of a national
insurance company instituting a mandate that automobile repair shops
use their direct repair program to purchase replacement parts—which
directly impacts the livelihood of Automotive Recyclers. ARANY is
also preparing a report for the Workers Compensation Board about
the issues impacting our members—including the classification of
employees to ensure the system properly reflects the automotive
recycling industry of today—and thereby saving yards’ money.
• Attendees learned about ARANY’s Captive Insurance Program and the
protection it can provide to members. The program is doing very well
and this year it will give a dividend payout to its participants.
• ARANY will be doing more with its members in the Downstate Region.
We are currently revitalizing the role of the Regions in the association.
• We heard great suggestions and feedback about what Automotive
Recyclers in the region need—including a desire to have the
Convention held Downstate. All these comments and suggestions will
be compiled and brought to the Board of Directors for their review.

JOIN ARANY TODAY! Learn more about ARANY—
and join online at: http://www.arany.com/

ARANY President Vince Surace welcomed everyone
and gave an overview of what ARANY is doing
and where we want to go.

ARANY Executive Director Brian Buff gave an
operations and Government Affairs update
to the group.

The meeting included time for questions and
discussion about issues that matter to Automotive
Recyclers and how ARANY is working hard to
serve its members across NYS.

Mike Alexander, Vice President of Haylor Freyer
& Coon, gave a presentation on ARANY’s
Insurance Program
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ASSOCIATE MEMBER NEWS:
UPSTATE SHREDDING
– BEN WEITSMAN ACQUIRES REAMER
RECYCLING INC. IN ITHACA
ARANY Associate Member Upstate Shredding has announced the acquisition of the assets of
Reamer Recycling, previously known as Wallace Industries, a scrap leader in Ithaca, NY.
“Reamer Recycling is the Finger Lakes largest scrap yard and we are thrilled to have them
as a part of our network.” said Adam Weitsman, president of Upstate Shredding and Ben
Weitsman. “We will be fully paving the facility, redoing the buildings, and bringing in brand
new equipment. We will also be landscaping the property and installing brand new fencing
as we make this location much more aesthetically appealing for the neighbors and the
community. All work done will bring this facility up to the highest level of environmental
compliance possible. We want to bring this location back to its prominence as a scrap
recycling leader, a recognition it once so proudly held in the area.” The all-cash transaction
will close in 30 days.
Bill Reamer, former owner of the company, will stay on to assist the incoming management
team during the short transition period. He has owned Reamer Recycling Inc. located at 105
Cherry Street for 12 years; recycling operations have been in existence at the Cherry Street
location in Ithaca for more than 75 years. The company experienced great success while
under the control of Wallace Industries, who owned the business until 2002 when it was sold.
“We are excited to be joining such a prestigious leader in the scrap industry and look forward
to all the positive changes and impact joining the Weitsman network will have for this location,
its customers, and the community,” Reamer said.
The new Ithaca facility will be the second for the Company in Ithaca, there is currently a new
steel distribution center located at 132 Cherry Street. “We have long been a part of the Ithaca
community through our new steel center, however a scrap metal recycling facility for us here
fits perfectly within our expansion plan as we continue to aggressively grow throughout the
Northeast.”
In addition to the Ithaca facilities, Ben Weitsman yards are located in Albany, Jamestown,
Allegany, Rochester, Syracuse, Owego (2 locations), Binghamton, NY and New Castle and
Scranton, Pa. The company opened its retail scrap yard and export shipping facility at the
Port of Albany on Saturday August 10th and just received full approval on the installation of a
second shredder at the Weitsman yard being built in New Castle, Pa., to join its main
shedder in Owego, N.Y. Full approval has also been granted for the construction of the brand
new scrap metal recycling facility in Liberty, NY.
The company expects to process 1 million tons of ferrous
scrap and 200 million pounds of nonferrous scrap by 2014
and is well on its way to doing so through record scrap
volumes and strategic acquisitions throughout New York
and Pennsylvania. Additional yards within New York and
Pennsylvania to add to the Ben Weitsman family are currently
under discussion and will be announced soon.
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ARANY 2014 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
DATE

EVENT

LOCATION

January 15

ARANY Captive Program
Stewardship Meeting & Board Meeting

Haylor, Freyer & Coon Offices
Syracuse

February 19

Board of Directors Conference Call

March 26

Board of Directors Meeting & Tour

Jerry Brown’s - Queensbury

March

ARA Hill Days

Washington, DC

April 16

Board of Directors Conference Call

April/May

ARANY Lobby Day at State Capitol

Albany

May 21

Board of Directors Meeting & Tour

A&P – Cicero Location

June 27-29

Summer Meeting 2014
& Board of Directors Meeting

Watkins Glen/Seneca Lake

August 13

Executive Board Conference Call

September 17

Board of Directors Conference Call

October 22-25

ARA National Convention

Nashville

November 6-9

53rd Annual Convention & Trade Show

Desmond Hotel, Albany

December 10

Board of Directors Conference Call

Presenting the 2013-14 Executive Board
Office of President – Vincent Surace
Vince is the Owner and President of Vince’s U Pull It in Marcy. He has been in the automotive recycling industry for over 25
years and a proud member of ARANY for over 15 years. Vince served as Vice President for the 2012-13 Membership Year.

Office of Vice President – Matthew Fink
Matt is Vice President of Benwood Auto Parts in Baldwinsville. He has spent his entire life in the industry—and you could
say he was born into it! He has been an active member of the ARANY since 2009. Matt served as Treasurer for the 2012-13
Membership Year.

Office of Treasurer – Shannon Banks
Shannon serves as Sales Manager of A&P Auto Parts in Cicero. He became involved in the automotive recycling industry over
10 years ago and has been an active member of ARANY since 2008, assisting with a number of association projects.

Office of Secretary – Casey Cornell
Casey is the Owner of Cornell’s Used Auto Parts, LLC in Greenfield Center. He joined the industry over 10 years ago,
and immediately became a member of ARANY taking advantage of all it offers in professional development, advocacy
and networking.

Office of the Immediate Past President – Rick Wilbert
Rick is a long-serving leader of ARANY. Read his comments from the Gala on page 5.
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We thank all
of our
convention
supporters,
especially

ny-ara-show-unap-logo-2013.pdf 1 10/10/2013 2:47:26 PM

Internets Top Used Parts Locator Service

Watchdog Security
THE LAST SECURITY SYSTEM YOU’LL EVER BUY.
www.watchdogvirtual.com

OVER 150 SCRAPYARDS
SECURED TO DATE
OUR VIRTUAL GUARD MONITORING SOLUTION IS A
REVOLUTIONARY MANAGEMENT TOOL FOR THE SCRAPYARD INDUSTRY

THE NATION’S LEADING SCRAPYARD
SECURITY PROVIDER
Ask us
NOT JUST A CAMERA
• Zero False Alarms
• LIVE Audio Talk-Down
• Recognizes Human Presence

about our zero
down lease
options!

CALL NOW
FOR YOUR FREE
F
IINITIAL
N
SITE DESIGN

888.989.DOGS

1450 Western Avenue, Suite 101
Albany, NY 12203-3539

ARANY THANKS OUR
2013 ANNUAL SPONSOR
ADAM WEITSMAN &
UPSTATE SHREDDING
FOR THE CONTINUING
SUPPORT!
LONG ISLAND MEMBER SEEKS ADVICE
FROM FELLOW MEMBERS
DEALING WITH MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS
Dear Colleagues:
About 10-12 years ago, our village decided they were going to license us for dismantling along with the State of New York. The
first permit was $25.00/year, so no one complained. It then doubled to $50.00—then to $100.00. After a while at $100.00,
it went to $250.00, then to $500.00, where it has been for a while. We recently received our renewal today with a letter
stating that the new permit would be $1,000.00 this year. A year after Super Storm Sandy ruined our village and most of our
customers—they hit us with this! Such a charge is setting us back financially.
We receive nothing in return for this permit. We have to pay for private sanitation and the village code has not been updated
for our industry in decades. We were told by another dismantler who is also in a village, but has no village permit, that because
we have been doing this business on these properties for so long that we are “grandfathered” in and are on “non-conforming
use” properties—and should not be ruled by the local village. We don’t know if that is 100% true, but either way there must
be some justification for charging 4 times the New York State $250.00 rate for a 2-year license?
The yards affected are mine (Elite Auto), A-Plus, AP II, Act Auto and Aable West Auto.
Any direction or input that any of you could offer would be greatly appreciated.
You can reach me at Tim@eliteautoparts.com.
Sincerely,
Tim Sokol

